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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Corporate consultancies in United Nations system organizations
JIU/NOTE/2008/4
Objective: To provide an assessment of the use of corporate consultancies in the United
Nations system organizations, including relevant rules and regulations, operations,
efficiency and effectiveness.
The review of corporate consultancies examined the following issues: the volume of
corporate consultancy expenditures; areas where consultancy is used; reasons for resorting
to consultancy; justification for the need for consultancy; competition and transparency in
the procurement process; competition thresholds; solicitation and contract documents;
contract management processes; performance evaluation; best-value procurement
techniques; conflict of interest; and knowledge sharing. In order to ascertain the
implementation of policies, procedures and documentation in the process of consultancy
procurements 72 case files were reviewed in total.
Main findings and conclusions
The review showed that in general there is a lack of accountability in the use of
consultancy throughout the system. There is room to enhance accountability through
improvement in policies, procedures, practices, monitoring, reporting and evaluation. In
addition, the implementation of existing policies and procedures needs to be strengthened.
Since corporate consultancy is subject to standard procurement and contract management
procedures, many of the issues dealt with in this review are related to the procurement
policy, procedure and practices of the organizations.
In order to present the issues clearly, the present note is divided into two parts. The first
part presents an overview of the use of corporate consultancy in the United Nations
system. It includes findings and recommendations on the level and use of corporate
consultancy, and policies and practices indicating when to resort to consultancy. The
second part presents issues regarding procurement and contract management processes,
which include findings and recommendations on procurement, contract management and
inter-agency knowledge sharing as well.
Consultancy expenditure, areas and benefits
The management information systems of most organizations are inadequate to
capture complete consultancy information. As a result, many organizations could
not provide consultancy expenditure statistics. However, the statistics received are
sufficient to reflect that the overall volume of consultancy expenditure is
significant in the system
The consultancies were used in various areas such as information systems, risk
assessment, training, preparing strategic plans and manuals, making surveys and
feasibility studies, analysing internal management processes, legal advice, and
evaluating programmes and projects. Management evaluation, restructuring,
information management and training constitute the bulk of consultancy
expenditure. The prevailing reason for resorting to consultancy is the lack of
internal capacity.
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There are no consolidated systems to record, monitor, follow up and evaluate the
use and benefit of consultancies. Monitoring and reporting tools are lacking. One
essential measure to improve accountability, transparency and oversight would be
to establish consultancy monitoring and reporting mechanisms.
Policies and practices in resorting to consultancy
Organizations do not have any definition and classification of corporate
consultancy. Hence, there is no specific policy and procedure indicating under
what circumstances to resort to corporate consultancy. In practice, a few
organizations have developed limited procedures to determine when to resort to
some types of consultancies, but these lack clarity in scope and application. The
lack of policy and procedures for resorting to consultancy poses a risk for
accountability and the efficient use of resources.
Waiver of competition/non-competitive procurements
Although the competitive procurement process is one of the main procurement
principles in the selection of companies/vendors, competition for consultancy
procurements has been waived in a majority of cases. Documentation of the
procurement process is relatively poor and the justification for waivers is weak.
Exceptions to competition in the United Nations system vary, and unclear rules
pose an inherent risk to the objective judgement of a particular waiver request
Organizations do not have monitoring and reporting tools for waivers of
competition in the procurement process. This situation is not conducive to
effective accountability and oversight, and poses a great risk in the use of
resources. There is also a need to rationalize competition thresholds based on the
analysis of procurement profiles and cost structure.
Best-value procurement
Although organizations in practice have weight-based evaluations for complex
consultancy services, there is a need for better conceptualization, and clear
procedures and guidelines. Relevant policy and procedures should provide
sufficient information with respect to types of procurement, corresponding
solicitation and evaluation modalities, critical factors or minimum standards in the
preparation of solicitation and evaluation, method of scoring and mitigation of
risks.
Contract preparation and management
Across and within the organizations, the application and quality of solicitation and
contract documents reviewed were uneven and inconsistent. This situation poses a
significant risk to the success and benefit of projects in the organizations.
Furthermore, contract management procedures and techniques need to be
improved in parallel with the expansion of procurement volumes and their
increasing complexity. There is a need for electronic contract management
modules and the adoption of performance-based contracts and quality assurance
surveillance plans.
Performance evaluation
The performance evaluation of contractors (supplier/vendor) is an area that needs
focused and urgent attention in the contract management process. There were no
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performance evaluations in the majority of case files reviewed and none of the
organizations has an evaluation database.
Conflict of interest
The general conditions of contract do not include any provisions regarding
conflict of interest. If no such guidance exists, a policy should be developed and
integrated into the general conditions of contract to require the compliance of all
companies/vendors which do business with the organizations.
Long-term agreements for consultancy services
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the World Bank have
developed long-term agreements (LTAs) for consultancy services in selected
areas. The positive experience of these organizations and flexibility in the use of
these agreements provide the opportunity for other organizations to utilize LTAs
to increase efficiency and effectiveness in consultancy areas.
Inter-agency knowledge sharing for procurement practices
There is no formal knowledge-sharing policy and platform for procurement
practices in the United Nations system organizations. There is a great opportunity
to improve the quality and efficiency of procurement across the system by
developing a common knowledge-sharing policy and platform. Organizations
should systematically share their solicitation and contract documents, consultancy
reports, vendor blacklists, vendor databases and evaluations.
Recommendations
This note includes 22 recommendations, which are aimed at improving the
policies and practices of the organizations. The annex to this note contains a table
indicating the addressee of each recommendation based on a review of the
policies, procedures and case files of the organizations, and the United Nations
annual statistical report. While 19 recommendations are addressed to executive
heads, three recommendations are addressed to the United Nations System Chief
Executives Board for Coordination (CEB). As Chairman of CEB, the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations is expected to pursue these three recommendations.
The Inspectors observed that, in general, the importance of procurement and
contract management is underestimated by management in many organizations,
and has resulted in insufficient human resources dedicated to these functions. The
implementation of some recommendations in this note may require additional
resources. Relevant departments should substantiate the resources required for the
recommendations and bring this to the attention of the top management and
governing bodies as appropriate.
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INTRODUCTION
Objective
1.
As part of its programme of work for 2007, the Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) conducted a
review entitled “Corporate consultancies in United Nations system organizations”. The objective of
the review was to provide an assessment of the use of corporate consultancies in the United Nations
system organizations, including relevant rules and regulations, operations, efficiency and
effectiveness. The present note summarizes the findings and recommendations of this review.
2.
The note covers, inter alia, the following issues: the volume of corporate consultancy
expenditure; areas where consultancy is used; reasons to resort to consultancy; justification for the
need for consultancy; competition and transparency in the procurement process; solicitation and
contract documents; contract management processes; performance evaluation; best-value
procurement techniques; conflict of interest; and knowledge sharing.

3.
JIU issued a report on a similar topic in 1999, entitled “Policies and practices in the use of
the services of private management consulting firms in the organizations of the United Nations
system” (JIU/REP/99/7). The present note will also follow up on the recommendations that were
endorsed by the United Nations General Assembly in its resolution 56/235 of 24 December 2001.
Scope
4.
Corporate consultancy in this note refers to all kinds of professional, technical and
intellectual service contracts carried out by companies and institutions, such as information
management, enterprise resource planning (ERP), training, human resources management,
management evaluation and restructuring, and analysis of internal processes and procedures. The
review is aimed at covering all United Nations system organizations.
5.
The terms of reference (TOR) of this note initially included only advisory management
consultancy. However, during the review it became clear that it would be better to consider all
kinds of corporate consultancy work, including functional/operational consultancy, because they
are sub-groups of corporate consultancy and have many common elements. In addition, many of
the organizations that provided statistics included all kinds of corporate consultancy in the
statistics. As a result the scope of the note has been widened to include all kinds of consultancy
work. During the review it was found that the majority of corporate consultancy work was
contracted with consultancy firms. However, universities, research institutions and nongovernmental organizations have also undertaken some consultancy work.
6.
The efficiency and effectiveness of the use of corporate consultancy not only depend on the
availability of established procedures to determine when to resort to consultancy, but also on an
effective procurement and contract management process and knowledge sharing. Therefore all
these matters are included in the scope of the review. The implications of findings and
recommendations that stem from the review of procurement and contract management issues are
not exclusive to the acquisition of corporate consultancy services, but are valid for the whole
procurement and contract management process.
7.
The first part of the present note includes findings and recommendations on the issues that
are exclusive to the use of corporate consultancy, such as the use and level of corporate consultancy
in the system, information and follow-up mechanisms, and policies and practices to resort to
consultancy. The second part includes findings and recommendations mostly related to
procurement and contract management issues, such as waiver of competition, best-value
procurement, contract management, performance evaluation, and conflict of interest. In addition,
two distinct but relevant issues are taken up. These are long-term agreements (LTAs) for
consultancy services and inter-agency knowledge-sharing mechanisms for procurement practices.
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Methodology
8.
In accordance with the JIU internal standards and guidelines and its internal working
procedures, the methodology followed in preparing this note included a preliminary review,
questionnaires, interviews and in-depth analysis. A questionnaire including a statistical table was
sent to all participating organizations. On the basis of the information collected, the Inspectors
conducted interviews with officials of the participating organizations and also sought the views of
some other international organizations. Comments from participating organizations on the draft
note have been sought and taken into account in finalizing the note.
9.
Additionally, in order to ascertain the implementation of policies, procedures and
documentation in the process of consultancy procurements, the Inspectors briefly reviewed 72 case
files randomly at United Nations Headquarters (26), the United Nations at Nairobi (UNON) (3), the
United Nations at Geneva (UNOG) (10), 1 the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
(11), the United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) (7), the United Nations
Population Fund (UNFPA) (3), the International Labour Organization (ILO) (4), the United
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) (4) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) (4).
10.
In accordance with article 11.2 of the JIU statute, this note has been finalized after
consultation among the Inspectors so as to test its conclusions and recommendations against the
collective wisdom of the Unit.
11.
To facilitate the handling of the note and the implementation of its recommendations and
the monitoring thereof, the annex contains a table indicating whether the note is submitted to the
organizations concerned for action or for information. The table identifies those recommendations
relevant to each organization, specifying whether they require a decision by the organization’s
legislative or governing body or can be acted upon by the organization’s executive head.

1

UNON and UNOG implement United Nations rules and regulations, have authority for
procurement, and as lead agencies carry out procurements for some other organizations.
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PART ONE

OVERVIEW OF THE USE OF CORPORATE CONSULTANCY IN THE
UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONS

CHAPTER I. LEVEL AND USE OF CORPORATE CONSULTANCY IN THE
UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONS

CHAPTER II. POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES
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CHAPTER I. LEVEL AND USE OF CORPORATE CONSULTANCY IN THE
UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONS
A. Level of consultancy and management information mechanism
for reporting and data collection
This section discusses the following issues:
- Level of consultancy expenditure
- Lack of mechanisms for the collection, reporting and analysis of consultancy statistics
- Inadequate information systems and need to use a common coding system
Significant level of consultancy
12.
Unfortunately, due to the limitations of the data collection capabilities in the participating
organizations, it was not possible to collect complete and fully compatible, reliable statistics. Out of
all the organizations, only 15 entities were able to provide statistics. The majority of other
organizations simply were not able to extract information from their systems to complete the table.
Furthermore, the statistics received do not reflect a complete picture of consultancies used by those
organizations. While some organizations provided only management advisory consultancy statistics
with the initial questionnaire, others provided whatever consultancy statistics their information
system could supply. Additionally, due to technological inadequacy, classification differences and
data integration problems, while some organizations’ statistics might have been higher, some others
were lower than the actual number of consultancies.
13.
Most of the organizations do not have up-to-date and integrated information systems. This
situation poses enormous difficulties for the organizations in terms of effective monitoring,
reporting, oversight and accountability. UNDP has a relatively well functioning modern integrated
information system, which includes quite comprehensive real-time procurement information. The
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and ILO have also
made great progress in the transformation of their information systems. However, these
organizations need to do further work, in particular the full integration of field offices and
development of analytical information modules.
14.
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) provided statistics on
an aggregate basis for the entire period, instead of yearly. The United Nations statistics included
mostly the type of contracts registered under Institutional or Corporate Contractor Agreements
(ICAs). However, only small and medium-size consultancy works were contracted under this
particular contractual agreement. For instance, during the review, it transpired that two major
corporate consultancy contracts in 2006, totalling about US$ 5 million, were not included in the
list. Additionally temporary service contracts such as translation, interpretation and editing are
contracted under ICAs. UNDP statistics included both individual and corporate consultancy,
because its information system does not distinguish between the two. UNOG statistics included all
service contracts.
15.
Although the statistics are incomplete and have comparability problems, they are sufficient
to reflect that the overall volume of corporate consultancy is significant in the United Nations
system. Irrespective of missing statistics, the statistics available reflected that during the period
2002–2006 inclusive, a total of US$ 318 million was spent on consultancies.
16.
However, the statistics received indicate another fact, that among the participating
organizations, the United Nations, UNDP and FAO have, relatively, a much more significant
volume of consultancy than other organizations. The total consultancy expenditure of these three
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organizations constitutes 89 per cent of the total outlay on corporate consultancy spent by the
United Nations organizations listed in table 1 below.
Table 1. Compilation of statistics for consultancy expenditure of United Nations organizations
(US dollars)
Organization

2002

2003

2004

2005

n/a
n/a 36 298 483 38 280 827
UNDP 2
--------FAO 3
7 727 886 26 050 885
6 427 872 33 331 126
UNHQ
581 799
1 995 856
724 430
2 674 739
UNOG 4
n/a
n/a
1 128 582
1 813 621
UNHCR
412 688
194 379
2 210 000
1 144 708
UNEP
1 144 894
59 350
845 039
1 244 229
UN-Habitat
n/a
n/a
462 315
823 697
UNICEF
99 500
n/a
602 000
1 670 000
UNESCO
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
UNOPS
n/a
n/a
n/a
230 468
ILO
72 232
36 637
281 756
123 722
UNON
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
IAEA
n/a
n/a
48 812
110 323
UNFPA
0
0
0
715 759
WMO 5
Total (US
10 038 999 28 337 107 49 029 289 82 163 219
dollars) 6
Source: Responses to JIU questionnaire as completed.
n/a: not available.

2006
51 865 709
--2 500 000
635 767
3 369 607
641 692
708 248
2 687 800
1 506 455
1 590 467
523 290
146 899
503 992
331 518
536 399
67 547 843

Total
2002–2006
126 445 019
80 967 523
76 037 769
6 612 591
6 311 810
4 603 467
4 001 760
3 973 812
3 877 955
1 590,467
753 758
661 246
503 992
490 653
1 252 158
318 083 980

17.
The following organizations have not provided any statistics for the use of corporate
consultancy: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), World Health Organization (WHO), World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO), International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), Universal Postal Union
(UPU), World Food Programme (WFP), World Tourism Organization (UNWTO). The Inspectors
were informed that the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) did not have any corporate consultancy services during
the 2002–2006 reporting period.
Lack of management information mechanisms for data collection and reporting
18.
While a few organizations have already taken major steps to establish modern information
systems, most of them are at the preparation or initial stages. None of the organizations was able to
provide complete consultancy statistics. However, technological improvement by itself is not
enough to provide the necessary analytical information. Organizations should establish their needs
and expectations clearly in every area and integrate the necessary modules into their management
information systems accordingly. In the absence of modern management information systems, it is
necessary to establish periodic reporting mechanisms from all parts of the organization for
monitoring and assessment purposes.
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The figure includes both individual and corporate consultancy expenditure. UNDP officials stated that
figures for consultancy during 2004-2006 are high mainly due to ERP project implementation.
3
FAO informed the Inspectors that the high consultancy expenditure in the 2002-2006 period is mostly
linked to an exceptional phase of major investments in a new generation of administrative and financial
information systems and related infrastructural requirements for which outside advice is required.
4
Includes all service contracts.
5
Figures were converted from Swiss francs by using United Nations operational exchange rates.
6
The total of horizontal lines does not match up to the total of vertical lines, because FAO consultancy
expenditure is provided as a total only in the last column.
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19.
Another constraint is the use and integration of classification or coding systems into the
information systems. Although most organizations have accepted the United Nations Common
Coding System (UNCCS), which are the United Nations Global Marketplace (UNGM) product
codes, none of them could produce detailed data based on those codes. There are variations among
organizations. Some use only a few aggregated main UNCCS codes, some others use a few inhouse codes or do not use any code at all. 7
Table 2. UNCCS codes for consultancy services
UNCCS codes are quite comprehensive and can be used in the registration of all products, services and
also vendors. UNGM uses these codes in the vendor registration system and allows any organization to
search for vendors through them. In UNCCS, the consultancy codes are as follows:
“Management advisory services (671200)
Management consultancy (671210)
Management consultants (671211)
Auditing (671212)
Evaluation and evaluation research (671213)
Training and development (671214)
Communication skills (671215)
Management studies (671220)
Network analysis (671222)
Trouble shooting (671230)
Management research (671240)
Change management and implementation (671250).”
Source: UNCCS codes, www.ungm.org

20.
UNCCS codes should be common ground for organizations and be integrated into their
information systems. Depending on the profiles of their procurement and information needs, the
codes could be tailored to their use. For instance, organizations with a significant volume of
consultancy should use full consultancy codes, whereas other organizations can choose to use only
the main consultancy code. If all the organizations are able to use a common code consistently and
reporting is based on these codes, it would be possible to develop a system-wide procurement
market. This would provide a great opportunity for the development of a system-wide procurement
strategy and one-point procurement for many goods and services. It would enable organizations to
enter joint procurements, develop more system-wide contracts, and establish a common vendor
evaluation database and strategic vendors. It would greatly increase savings and release resources
for programmatic activities.
21.
The collection of statistics for analysis would significantly improve monitoring and the
decision-making process. For instance, depending on the analysis, management can choose to
develop internal capacity in certain areas to avoid high consultancy costs. During the interviews,
some officials suggested that it would be better to have some internal capacity in the area of
information management, as consultancy companies were used frequently in this area at very
expensive rates.
22.
Unfortunately, none of the organizations have done any cost-benefit analysis to decide on
alternative policies, such as developing internal capacity in the areas that often use consultancy.
Management should consolidate, monitor and analyse organization-wide consultancy use, including
the types and the ways of use, consultancy rates applied and lessons learned. Based on this
analytical information they can assess developing risks and opportunities, and make a cost-benefit
analysis on whether to develop internal capacity or resort to consultancy.
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UNICEF informed the Inspectors that modifications have been made to its information system in order to
create a new module for registering contracts specifically for services, which will probably be based on
UNCCS.
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B. Use of consultancy: reasons, areas and benefits
23.
Unfortunately, organizations do not track and consolidate the reasons for resorting to
consultancy and the areas/purpose of consultancies used. Only nine organizations were able to
provide information for 176 cases in total for the 2002–2006 period. According to this information
and interviews, the most common reason for resorting to consultancy is the lack of internal
capacity. Other reasons are the requirement of legislative/governing bodies and the desire for an
independent/outside view.
24.
Consultancies were used in various areas in the organizations such as information systems,
ERP projects, risk assessment, training, preparing strategic plans and manuals, making surveys and
feasibility studies, analysing internal management processes, legal advice, and evaluating
programmes and projects. Management evaluation, restructuring, information management
(including ERP projects) and training make up the bulk of the consultancy expenditure.
25.
The United Nations system organizations have, for a while, been going through major
reform initiatives and technological modernization. Their functions and operational coverage have
been increasing and getting more complex. This process leads organizations increasingly to request
the services of corporate consultants for their expertise and knowledge. It is considered that
corporate consulting firms are useful in many areas such as identification and cross-fertilization of
best practices, change management and coaching skills, development of information systems,
technological improvements, strategy development or operational improvement.
26.
Consultancies for the purpose of follow-up can be categorized as advisory consultancy and
operational/functional consultancy. While functional consultancy fulfils a functional role such as
the development of information systems, training and risk assessment, advisory consultancy only
gives advice such as advice on policies, procedures and organizational design. The contribution of
functional consultancy can be apparent due to its visibility in fulfilling a function in the operation
of the organization; however, the contribution of advisory consultancy is not so visible, as its
implementation is dependent on the management.
27.
Organizations do not have any consolidated assessment regarding the overall use, impact
and benefits of corporate consultancy. However, during the interviews, all the officials expressed
satisfaction and appreciation for the work produced by consultants.
28.
However, there are concerns, particularly in advisory consultancy, that most consulting
firms read the minds of the managers and then put forward these views in their consultancy reports.
Since this situation would indicate a loss of independence on the part of consultancy companies,
recommendations made in these consultancy reports may not necessarily be in the best interests of
the organizations. This situation may pose a serious risk, particularly in medium and large-scope
consultancy cases that may have an impact on internal structure. This kind of risk can be overcome
by requiring the review and validation of an independent committee. The committee could be
composed of senior managers from inside and outside the organizations, in particular from other
United Nations organizations. Management should also seriously consider consulting with internal
and external oversight bodies before resorting to consultancy. It is critical that for consultancy
works that could have strategic implications on the organization and its work, management should
get the approval of the governing body before resorting to consultancy, and also solicit their
decision on the outcome of the consultancy work.

Lack of follow-up on consultancy reports
29.
Organizations do not have monitoring, tracking and follow-up mechanisms for corporate
consultancies. As a result, it is difficult to reach an overall conclusion for the contribution of
consultancies. However, in general, the consultancy work required by legislative/governing bodies
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or senior management is subject to better follow-up and implementation than other consultancy
work. In addition, officials of some organizations informed the Inspectors that accepted
recommendations of evaluation and audit consultancy reports are uploaded into the oversight
recommendations database for follow-up on their implementation.
30.
Some officials acknowledged the need for an accountability framework and a follow-up
mechanism for consultancy reports. There is always a risk that a report can be prepared and lie
forgotten on the shelves in the absence of a reporting and follow-up procedure. It is particularly a
problem in organizations that use a significant level of consultancy. A proper recording, tracking,
monitoring and follow-up mechanism, and database thereon, would induce accountability,
transparency and efficiency for the use of consultancies, develop institutional memory to tap in to,
and thus increase the value added to the organizations. In the context of the development of new
information systems, officials should consider integrating relevant modules into the systems.
General Assembly resolution
31.
The General Assembly in its resolution 8 on JIU report JIU/REP/99/7 endorsed the
following recommendation: 9 “The organizations should conduct ex post facto evaluations of the
performance and extent of implementation of the recommendations of management consulting
firms, including, especially, cost-effective benefits and the impact of their work within the
organization, and should share with other organizations, as appropriate, the results of such
evaluations.” Despite the resolution, there has been no implementation of this recommendation.
Assessment
32.
Monitoring and reporting of the use and outcomes of corporate consultancy works does not
exist across the organizations of the United Nations system. The result is a lack of accountability
and transparency in the use of consultancies. Organizations should compile consultancy statistics
and establish procedures to track and follow up on the outcome of consultancy reports on a regular
basis. Basic statistics should include the type of consultancy, consultancy areas, reason for
resorting to consultancy, price/cost, name of the company and requisitioning unit. This mechanism
can be integrated if there is a suitable information system, otherwise, the relevant units should
provide periodic standard reporting to executive management or the procurement department.
33.
Basic procedures to follow up on the outcome of consultancy reports should include the
recording of the reports and recommendations, the decision of the relevant units on the
recommendations, the result of their implementation and periodic reporting on these issues by the
relevant units to executive management. Executive management, by using this information flow,
should systematically assess risks and opportunities, monitor accountability and act in a timely
manner to improve efficiency and effectiveness. The implementation of the following
recommendations is expected to improve accountability.

Recommendations 1-2
The executive heads of the United Nations system organizations should:
(1) Develop the necessary management information mechanisms to collect consultancy
statistics for analysis and monitoring;
(2) Establish procedures to record, monitor, follow up and evaluate the outcome of
consultancy reports.

8
9

Resolution 56/235, para 1.
JIU/REP/99/7, recommendation 3.
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CHAPTER II. POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES
A. Definition of corporate consultancy
34.
In the United Nations system, there is no definition of corporate consultancy. However, for
individual consultancies, the United Nations Secretariat has adopted both a definition and also
principles that govern the use of individual consultants. 10
World Bank practice
35.
The World Bank has extensive policies, procedures and guidelines for the use of corporate
consultancies. Its corporate procurement policy and procedures manual provides guidance on how
to procure the services of consulting firms. 11 It divides consulting services into two categories, as
administrative and operational consulting firm services.
36.
Administrative consulting firm services include services of a professional, technical or
consulting nature, which support either the World Bank Group’s headquarters or country offices,
and include services such as: training, information technology system consulting, design services,
software programming, external audit services, management consulting, and other advisory
services. Operational consultancy services include technical assistance in support of the World
Bank’s operational projects and lending operations, such as work on project identification,
preparation, appraisal, supervision, and final evaluation.
37.
The World Bank also has a separate comprehensive manual for consulting services that
includes the whole contractual process of consultancy including general principles, preparation of
relevant documents, the selection process, types and forms of contracts, evaluation of proposals,
and performance assessment of consultants. 12
38.
World Bank consultancy policies and practices can be considered as best practice. The
World Bank is a major organization for development assistance and capacity development; hence,
the use of consultancies under its loans is quite voluminous and systematic. It would, therefore, not
be rational to suggest the same comprehensive policies and procedures for all United Nations
organizations. However, the organizations that have a significant level of consultancy can benefit
from World Bank practice when developing their own policies.

B. Policies and practices in resorting to consultancy
This section discusses the following issues:
- Lack of policies and procedures indicating under what circumstances to resort to corporate
consultancy
- Contradictory approaches to individual and corporate consultancy
- Ambiguity in the scope of the United Nations Institutional or Corporate Contractor Agreement
- General Assembly resolutions on the use of consultancy

10

“Comprehensive guidelines for the use of consultants in the Secretariat: report of the Secretary-General”
(A/53/385), p. 4; and “Administrative instruction: consultants and individual contractors” (ST/AI/1999/7 of 25
August 1999).
11
World Bank Group Corporate Procurement Policy and Procedures Manual, 7th ed., revised on 28
September 2002 (November 2002), p. 51.
12
World Bank, Consulting Services Manual 2006: A Comprehensive Guide to the Selection of Consultants, p.
1, para 1.1.
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39.
In the United Nations system organizations, there are usually no separate provisions in the
budget for engaging corporate consultants. Allocation for consultancy work is done from the
budget lines of the relevant organizational units, operational expenditures and programmes.
However, if the consultancy is complex and requires a high volume of expenditure, as with ERP
projects, or is requested by legislative/governing bodies, which may require additional resources,
such projects are budgeted for separately.
40.
The authority to resort to consultancy is the responsibility of the individual organizational
units such as departments, divisions, units and offices. If there are insufficient resources in the
budget line of the unit, the manager can negotiate and request the approval of higher authorities to
find resources from other areas. However, if it is a complex, high-volume consultancy or has
strategic implications for the organization, it could require the decision of the senior management
committee, the head of the organization and the legislative/governing body.
Individual consultants and contractors
41.
The United Nations has detailed policies and procedures concerning the use of individual
consultants and contractors, 13 which include elements such as general principles in using
consultancy, the selection process, contractual terms and conditions, and performance evaluation. It
includes seven conditions 14 for the use of individual consultants such as: they should be temporary;
need for them cannot be met internally; should be related to the work programme; and they do not
duplicate activities of other offices. The Secretariat has developed detailed forms based on these
conditions.
Institutional or corporate contractors
42.
The United Nations Secretariat, for the purposes of obtaining the temporary services of
institutional or corporate contractors, 15 has another administrative instruction. However, the
coverage of this instruction is not very clear. It states that “[t]he functions of contractors may
involve the provision of interpretation, translation, editing, library, language training, public
information, secretarial, clerical, guidance services etc. In addition, consultancy services, which
normally involve analysing problems, directing seminars or training courses, preparing documents
for conferences and meetings or writing reports on the matters within the area of expertise on
which advice or assistance is sought, may be obtained from institutional or corporate
contractors.” 16

43.
Thus, although different in nature, some types of corporate consultancy and service
contractors that temporarily perform specific tasks are dealt with together in the same instruction.
The United Nations Secretariat classifies these contracts as Institutional or Corporate Contractor
Agreements (ICAs). Large consultancy cases are not registered under this type of contract. Casefile reviews and interviews reflected that these contracts included only small and medium-size
consultancies. However, it is also not very clear whether ICAs include all small and medium-size
consultancies.
44.
For this kind of contract, although the United Nations Secretariat does not have any
guidelines/principles similar to those for individual consultancies, it has adopted similar forms to
be used in the process. These forms are entitled “Request for institutional/corporate contractor”

13

ST/AI/1999/7 (see footnote 10 above).
Ibid., sect. 2.
15
“Institutional or corporate contractors” (ST/AI/327 of 23 January 1985).
16
Ibid., p. 2, para. 3.
14
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and “Supplementary data for an institutional or corporate contractor”. The supplementary data
form includes 10 information lines to be filled. Two of them are as follows: 17
Explain the need for the advisory service or assistance required, its relation to the Unit’s work
programme, and in particular what special skills or knowledge are required to perform it
I certify to the best of my knowledge that this work has not been done previously, and that it
cannot be done by regular staff for the following reason(s).
45.
The United Nations Secretariat, although it does not have any principles/procedures for
resorting to institutional/corporate contract services, in practice has created justification procedures
similar to those for individual consultants. Thus, the Secretariat has implicitly accepted
principles/procedures for using small and medium corporate consultancies and other services
through the use of ICA contracts.
46.
The UNICEF human resources manual has a comprehensive section on consultants and
individual contractors, which includes similar principles to the United Nations Secretariat for the
use of consultants, and for a long time this was also applied to corporate consultancy. Recently,
UNICEF added a section to its procurement manual for “institutional/corporate contracts”, 18 but it
no longer includes any principles and procedures on when to resort to consultancy. In addition, its
definition for institutional/corporate contracts is quite large, including almost all service contracts,
including consultancy.

47.
The United Nations Secretariat and UNICEF have procedures but they are ambiguous. It
would be better to classify corporate consultancy services separately in one policy guideline, which
defines, categorizes, and sets out the principles to initiate the process and follow-up. It would also
be possible to classify subcategories of services in order to facilitate targeted policy introduction,
and monitoring and reporting. Considering that the organizations can choose to use individual or
corporate consultancies for the same kind of work, it is difficult to understand why the use of
individual consultants has principles/procedures, but the use of corporate consultant firms does not.
Organizations with a significant volume of corporate consultancy should develop clear definitions
and procedures for its use. This can increase accountability, transparency and efficiency and
provide the basis for better monitoring and decision-making.
48.
The lack of policies and procedures does not necessarily mean that all the consultancy
work that has been done was not justified. The case files include various documents that can be
considered as part of the justification, such as internal memorandums, e-mails between officials,
notes, letters, some ad hoc forms and TOR. The problem is the lack of a clear policy/guidelines that
would establish accountability and a standard approach to guide staff in a consistent way. In the
absence of established principles, it is difficult to seek accountability and expect any input from
staff concerning the justification for the consultancy, availability of internal and inter-agency
resources, previous consultancy work and reports.
49.
Nevertheless, during the interviews, there was consensus that it should be up to the
managers to decide on consultancy; however, accountability procedures have to be established
properly by adopting principles and procedures to apply. While managers have the authority to
decide on the use of consultancy, they should document the basis of their decisions and adhere to
the principles/procedures established. If standard forms were developed and completed
electronically, that would enable organizations to aggregate and analyse information, monitor
implementation, create institutional memory and use the information as input in their decisionmaking processes.

17
18

PT.141/B (5-88), items 1, and 8.
UNICEF supply manual, draft sect. 8―institutional/corporate contracts.
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50.
Although the justification to resort to consultancy may be clear for some large-scope
consultancy works due to the size and nature of the work, and the need for decision-making at a
high level, it is not so clear for other consultancies. Considering that quite a number of
consultancies in organizations are medium and small, it would be beneficial to introduce a policy
that should, inter alia, define and classify consultancy works; suggest relevant contract modalities;
require justification and search for available resources and similar previous works.
51.
The United Nations Secretariat’s individual consultancy guidelines and ICA forms may
provide a good basis for the development of a corporate consultancy guideline. The Inspectors
would like to clarify that the aim of this advice is not to create another layer of control or
bureaucracy, but to provide tools for better accountability and transparency as well as efficiency.
52.
The organizations should also consider providing guidance and tools for the effective
implementation of the policy, such as developing an internal skills inventory, a knowledge-sharing
database for previous works and reports, and relevant information from other organizations. This
would provide staff with the means to search properly for available internal capacity, previous
similar consultancy reports, and accumulated knowledge in other organizations before resorting to
consultancy. The decision process for consultancy should not only include the search for available
resources, but also a cost-benefit analysis, and the level and range of new skills to be transferred to
the organization.
Case files
53.
A review of case files did not provide much evidence that any systematic research or
inquiries were made to justify the need for consultancies. Looking at the statistics and case files, it
would not be unfair to say that organizations might have been able to find the internal capacity to
carry out some of those consultancy works, particularly in the areas of management evaluation,
restructuring, internal control, internal procedures, and training. Besides, oversight bodies, the
United Nations Staff College, the United Nations University and other organizations might have
been able to provide such capacity. In addition, some United Nations organizations have expertise
and capacity in some training areas which can be utilized by other organizations.
54.
In some organizations, it can be argued that although some consultancy works were within
the mandate of oversight bodies, or needed the approval of legislative/governing bodies due to
strategic policy implications, those works were awarded to consultancy companies without any
consultation with oversight bodies or the approval of the relevant legislative/governing body.
General Assembly resolutions
55.
Recently, the General Assembly provided a new clear instruction for the use of consultants.
In its resolution 60/266, under the headline “use of consultants” 19 the Assembly adopted the
following articles:
1.
Requests the Secretary-General to ensure full utilization of synergies present in the United Nations
system and to develop an effective evaluation mechanism for the use of outside expertise;
2.
Also requests the Secretary-General to ensure that the commissioning of external consultants in the
Organization by senior management and programme managers is conducted according to established administrative
procedures and financial regulations and rules, with full respect for the mandates of internal and external oversight
bodies and the oversight role of the General Assembly, and to report thereon;

56.
In addition, the General Assembly in an earlier resolution 20 endorsed the recommendation
of JIU report JIU/REP/99/7 to include the following elements into policy guidelines: 21

19

Resolution 60/266 of 30 June 2006, p. 2, sect. III.
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(b) a prior cost-benefit analysis of the objectives to be attained by the organization,
including new expertise to be acquired by its staff, should be drawn up when engaging
management consulting firms;
(d) the need for strict terms of reference defining, among other things, the level and range
of new skills to be transferred to the organization, should be borne in mind.
Assessment
57.
The lack of policy and procedures for resorting to consultancy poses significant risks for
accountability, transparency and the efficient use of resources. Organizations that use corporate
consultancy should develop clear policies and procedures to guide staff in deciding under what
circumstances to resort to consultancy. It should define corporate consultancy and require the
establishment of the following basic elements as principles in resorting to consultancy: need for
and purpose of consultancy service, lack of expertise in the organization, relation to the unit’s work
programme, and no duplication of previous or continuing works in any part of the organization.
The implementation of the following recommendation is expected to enhance accountability.
Recommendation 3
The executive heads of the United Nations system organizations should ensure that there are
clear policies and procedures in place to guide staff in deciding under what circumstances to
resort to corporate consultancy services.

20
21

See footnote 8 above.
JIU/REP/99/7, recommendation 1 (b) and (d).
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CHAPTER I. PROCUREMENT ISSUES
A. Waiver of competition/non-competitive procurements
This section discusses the following issues:
- Significant level of competition waivers in consultancy procurements
- Poor documentation of the procurement process
- Poor/inadequate justification of competition waivers
- Wide range and unclear regulations/rules for waiver of competition
- Inadequate justification for non-competitive contract prices
- Need for database for previous contract prices and benchmark market prices
-Retroactive procurements and significant expansions in the contract scope and value after the
project begins
- Lack of rationality in competition thresholds
- Lack of monitoring and reporting for non-competitive procurements
Significant level of waivers of competition
58.
Across the organizations, a competitive procurement process is recognized as one of the
main procurement principles in the selection of companies/vendors. It is also considered a critical
element for the promotion of the principles of efficiency, integrity, fairness and transparency in the
procurement process. As a result, organizations require competition as a common principle, and
should only allow a waiver to this process in exceptional circumstances, as specified in their
regulations.
59.
Organizations have two kinds of thresholds for competition, one for informal competition
such as US$ 2,500 or US$ 5,000, and the other for formal competition such as US$ 25,000 or US$
30,000. In general, while informal competition requires a price quotation from more than one
company, formal competition requires a written proposal from at least three companies.
60.
Most of the organizations were unfortunately unable to provide information for the
selection methods of consultancy procurements. Table 3 below shows a compilation of statistics for
the company/vendor selection methods for consultancy procurements above US$ 30,000 as
provided by the organizations named.
Table 3. Selection methods for consultancy procurements
Number of cases
above
Non-competitive
Organizations
US$ 30 000
Non-competitive Competitive
(percentage)
UNHQ 22
23
17
6
73.9
UNOG
41
33
8
80.4
UNON
7
6
1
85.7
UNEP
14
5
9
35.7
UN-Habitat
28
12
16
42.8
UNICEF
9
2
7
22.2
ILO
18
13
5
72.2
UNESCO
4
2
2
50.0
UNOPS
2
1
1
50.0
WMO
6
0
6
0.0
UNFPA
4
2
2
50.0
Total
156
93
63
59.6
Source: Responses to JIU questionnaire as completed.

22

Information compiled from the case files reviewed.
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61.
As seen from table 3, non-competitive cases accounted for a total of 59.6 per cent of the
consultancy procurements above US$ 30,000. In some organizations, the ratio of non-competitive
cases is very high. This ratio contradicts the rule that non-competitive procurements should be an
exception. Although the statistics available are not comprehensive, they reflect a significant level of
probability for a high level of non-competitive procurements in the system.
62.
In most cases of waiver, procurements were a direct purchase of consultancy services from
a company, even without resorting to an informal price quotation. The Inspectors would like to
caution that a significant level of non-competitive procurements, coupled with inadequate
monitoring systems, poses an inherently high risk of efficiency loss and irregularities.
63.
As will be elaborated below, the unexpectedly high level of waivers is caused by several
factors, such as the inadequate implementation of available rules and procedures; the lack of
monitoring and reporting functions; and ambiguity or unnecessary flexibility in the existing rules
and procedures of the organizations.
Case files
Poor documentation
64.
The review of case files showed that documentation of the procurement process is quite
poor and not conducive to tracking the processes implemented. In many cases, available documents
were disorganized, and not sufficient nor clear enough to demonstrate the transparency and
integrity of the procurement process. Some essential documents like evaluations and statements of
awards were missing. Also, the contents of the documents available were not satisfactory. While
some case files included some standard forms, other case files did not include those forms at all. In
some organizations there was confusion between the procurement and requisitioning units
regarding the responsibility for the preparation and filing of documents. Furthermore, there was
confusion with respect to electronic and paper-based documentation.
65.
Poor documentation reflects first lack of proper implementation, monitoring and
enforcement of rules and procedures, and secondly, the lack of clear procedures, standard forms
and guidelines in the process. For an effective and efficient procurement function, a clear definition
of the necessary documentation and division of responsibilities for its preparation and maintenance
is important. It should be kept in mind that many organizational units do not often deal with
procurement; as a result, they have little or no prior information and experience about the process.
Therefore, it is quite important that procurement authorities pay attention to the provision of clear
guidelines, and provide training and effective leadership in the process.
Poor justification
66.
The regulations of United Nations organizations usually require that a waiver of
competition should be written and documented. However, in a review of case files it transpired
that, in general, justification for waivers was poor and not properly documented. The procurement
authorities had asked for further justification and documentation of the request for waiver in only a
few cases.
67.
Some of the files reviewed gave the impression that the justification for waivers was not
taken seriously. Some of the frequent reasons given are as follows: “This firm has extensive
experience; this firm did similar work before and we were satisfied; personnel of this firm are
familiar with the organization; they worked in this area in another United Nations organization;
the issue is urgent therefore there is no time to resort to competition.” In addition, in the majority
of case files, it was not clear which one of the exception rules was being applied.
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68.
In the interviews, officials expressed the following reasons for waivers: competitive
bidding is lengthy and complex, it takes at least six months and they do not have the time and
resources to deal with this lengthy process; it requires many meetings and briefings; evaluation
meetings take several months, and are outside the normal daily work of the staff; they already know
the consultants of some firms with whom they have worked previously, and these consultants
already have accumulated knowledge about the issues and the organization, therefore, it is not
worth taking the risk of facing unknown consultants; some work is similar to work done earlier,
which makes it rational to use the same firm. Since those reasons could not actually be used as the
sole formal reason for waiver, justification remained weak in the files.
69.
The reasons mentioned have some merits; however, they are not in line with the principles
of competition, fairness and transparency. Moreover, many of these concerns would be solved with
better work and procurement planning, which was generally lacking. In addition, using different
companies through a competitive process at different times would increase the number of
companies knowledgeable about the organization.
70.
When there is a waiver of competition, contract pricing becomes more difficult; as a result
it should require some research and negotiation regarding the price. However, the case files for the
most part did not indicate that there was any research or negotiation before the contract was made
with the companies. Only in a few cases were there some previous consultancy rates to justify the
price.
71.
In some cases, the officials explained that the prices were reasonable because they already
knew the rates of those companies from previous cases. However, they did not consider
documenting this justification in the files. In any case, the organizations do not have a database for
the contracts, previous consultancy rates or benchmark rates to easily compare and use for
negotiations with companies.
72.
Another problem observed was that in a number of cases there was a significant level of
expansion of the scope, and hence the value of the work, after the contract was signed. Since it
amounted to a continuation of the previous work, the job was awarded to the same company
automatically. This situation reflects a lack of planning, and poses risks for the transparency,
fairness and integrity of the process. Neither did the case files reflect a clear justification of pricing
in these cases.
73.
One of the good practices that the Inspectors observed in some files was the price
breakdown of proposals. This practice contributes towards the transparency and integrity of the
process and provides a basis for comparison and negotiation. Organizations should make price
breakdown a standard requirement of proposals, and also consider developing a database for
previous contracts, consultancy rates applied in different areas, and available market prices, to be
utilized in the consultancy procurement process.
74.
In a few cases, there were retroactive procurements and the justifications were
unsatisfactory. In one of these cases, the procurement authority seriously criticized the
requisitioning unit, but in any case, no one was held accountable.
75.
Another important finding was that most consultancy procurement in the range of informal
competition did not in fact undergo any competition, but was the result of direct procurement. The
reasons for direct procurement were given as extensive experience of the company, familiarity with
the organization, experience with United Nations organizations, and urgency.
Lack of clarity and wide range of exception rules
76.
While organizations adopted competition as a main procurement principle, they specified
exceptions to this general principle in their financial rules and regulations or in their procurement
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procedures. A brief review of these exception rules in the United Nations system organizations
shows that some of them are unclear or too flexible.
77.
There are a few consistent/similar exceptions for the waiving of competition among all
organizations, e.g. where there is no existing competitive marketplace (fixed rates or prices, sole
source), and where there is a need for standardization or if there are urgencies or exigencies. Many
organizations also allow the waiving of competition if formal solicitation has not produced
satisfactory results.
78.
However, there are also significantly different exception rules in existence. Some of them
may pose a risk to the transparency of the procurement process by allowing unnecessary flexibility
through ambiguous rules. This situation carries an inherent risk of increasing direct procurement,
contrary to the competition principle.
79.
Some organizations are using general, wide or unclear and therefore risky exception rules
such as “professional services other than staff services” (United Nations Office for Project Services
(UNOPS) and UNICEF) or “professional services are provided by a corporate body” (ILO).
Depending on the definition of professional services, these exceptions may lead to a standard
excuse for waiving competition. In addition, three exception rules of the United Nations are not
common among organizations, and could be interpreted to provide a wider scope for waiver. These
exceptions are as follows: 23
Services cannot be evaluated objectively
Offers for identical products and services have been obtained competitively
Formal solicitation will not give satisfactory results.
80.
In comparison, the exception rules of the European Commission, and in particular the
World Bank, are more precise and restrictive. None of the exceptions mentioned above can be
found among their exception rules.
81.
Only the United Nations has an exception rule 24 in its financial regulations to apply when
the proposed procurement contract is the result of cooperation with other organizations of the
United Nations system. It is an important rule to increase synergies and savings for procurement
operations, and hence all organizations would benefit from integrating similar clauses in their
regulations.
82.
Another noticeable difference among organizations is in the use of terminology. In FAO,
all exceptions to competition are listed under the headline of direct procurement; in UNESCO,
direct contracting is defined for contracts which do not exceed US$ 2,500 and contracts made
under an LTA; 25 in UNDP, “direct contracting without competition may be employed where a
Business Unit engages … UN Agencies’ services”. 26
Rationality of competition thresholds
83.
The United Nations system organizations in general use the same thresholds within each
organization for all goods and services, including consultancy, although these thresholds differ
across the system. The United Nations Secretariat competition threshold for formal competition has
been increased recently from US$ 25,000 to US$ 30,000. However, no explanation could be found
for the level of the previous threshold and recent change.

23

United Nations, Financial Rules and Regulations (ST/SGB/2003/7), rules 105.16 (a) (iv), (viii) and (ix).
Ibid., rules 105.17 and 105.16 (a) (iii).
25
UNESCO manual, procurement of goods, works and services, item 1025, p. 5.
26
UNDP Procurement Manual (user guide), p. 27.
24
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84.
Perhaps one of the hidden elements behind the proliferation of sole source consultancy
procurements could be the application of the same thresholds for all kinds of procurements,
irrespective of their differences in terms of complexity, value, cost structure and lack of human
resources capacity to carry out all these procurements.
85.
The World Bank has different thresholds for goods and services and consultancy. While
the competition threshold for goods and services is US$ 10,000, for administrative consultancy it is
US$ 50,000. For operational consultancy competition is required from the shortlist up to US$
50,000. While administrative consultancy over US$ 50,000 requires three to five written
solicitations, operational consultancy over US$ 50,000 requires advertisement. For goods and
services, written solicitation starts above US$ 15,000. The World Bank also has different
thresholds for renovation and construction.
86.
Since the consultancy rates are high, and the procurement process involves complex
procedures such as best-value evaluation, higher thresholds for this kind of procurement can make
the cost of the process proportional. Organizations should consider revising and differentiating
competition thresholds based on a rational analysis. The review should include, inter alia, the
procurement profile, volume and necessary human resources capacity to carry out these
procurements; complexity and corresponding solicitation and evaluation methods of different kinds
of procurement, and their cost structure.
87.
The Inspectors would like to stress that this advice does not mean that organizations should
differentiate and increase thresholds without analysis. Depending on the analysis and internal
control structure, while some organizations may choose differentiating and increasing thresholds,
some other organizations may not. Any significant increase and differentiation should be justified
with an analysis and the availability of a clear internal control and accountability mechanism.
Lack of monitoring and reporting
88.
The United Nations system organizations do not have adequate reporting and monitoring
mechanisms for the solicitation methods used in procurement, in particular for waivers of
competition. Statistics and more detailed information in this area can only be retrieved by going
through case files manually.
89.
Only UNDP and UNESCO 27 have aggregate waiver application and rejection statistics for
the cases that go, in the case of UNDP, to the Advisory Committee on Procurement (ACP) and for
UNESCO, the Contracts Committee. According to UNDP statistics, during 2007, out of a total of
850 waiver requests, ACP approved 689 of them. Through this statistical tool it is possible to see
the trend for waiver request and approval rates for each field office over the years. However, there
are no organization-wide statistics, and no detailed breakdown yet of waivers by type of exception.
Officials were aware of the need for better-defined waiver rules and relevant information system
modules for monitoring.
90.
Although the problems in information systems are a big obstacle for effective monitoring,
misunderstanding regarding the responsibility for monitoring is another factor. Some officials have
a tendency to think that the procurement authority sets the rules and provides delegation of
authority, but monitoring belongs to the audit division.
91.
Monitoring is a function of management, not of oversight bodies. Decentralization and the
delegation of authority do not relieve management from their duty of monitoring. Considering that
organizations already have some ambiguous exception rules, which can lead to subjective
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UNESCO informed the Inspectors that it was able to provide this information from 2007 onwards.
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judgements, the implementation of these rules should be clarified and monitored closely to reduce
the risk of efficiency loss and fraud.
92.
The United Nations Procurement Division and UNICEF regional supply advisers have
general assistance and monitoring practices for procurements in the field. However, this kind of
monitoring does not provide a general picture of the trends and risks developing throughout the
organizations. Organizations should develop regular monitoring tools to collect data, possibly realtime analytical data, to analyse, detect abnormalities and make risk assessments systematically.
Then, management could selectively choose to visit the field offices most at risk, based on this
refined information, which would prove to be much more productive.
93.
When organizations get bigger in terms of operations and expenditure, the necessity of a
real-time analytical information flow becomes critical, in order for management to have a sense of
understanding and control over issues, and hence to provide effective leadership. During the
interviews, some officials admitted that they were surprised to see so many waivers of competition.
Since no information had been collected nor analysed for the waivers of competition, they had only
noticed the fact during the preparation of the statistics for the JIU questionnaire.
94.
The lack of monitoring and reporting mechanisms and absence of analytical statistics pose
a significant risk for accountability, efficiency, transparency and integrity in the procurement
process. Under these circumstances, waiver cases can increase without detection. For instance,
nobody would notice if in some places contracts were split to avoid formal competition.
Organizations should speed up the transformation of their information systems and integrate the
necessary modules. When information systems are able to collect and provide statistics for
procurements by subject, solicitation method and the name of companies awarded, it would be
possible to detect these kinds of situations for further inquiry.
Assessment
95.
Overall there is great scope for improvement. In the light of the analysis of their
experience, lessons learned and the practices of other international organizations, organizations
should review their exception rules. CEB, through the procurement network, the Inter-Agency
Procurement Working Group of the High-Level Committee on Management (HLCM), should
discuss and initiate the preparation of a common waiver policy for the use of all organizations. The
policy should include the main exception rules in order to harmonize system-wide implementation,
and be adaptable to the particular circumstances of each organization. In addition, competition
thresholds should be reviewed with a view to updating and rationalizing them. Procurement
authorities should enforce and monitor the proper implementation of the rules, and also focus on
documenting the justification for waiving competition clearly and convincingly. An effective
monitoring and reporting mechanism should be established for waivers of competition.
96.
The following basic information should be systematically collected for the monitoring and
reporting of waivers of competition: waiver cases, types/areas of waivers, costs, breakdown of the
exception rules applied, name of the firms contracted, and requisitioning units/offices that made the
contract. The procurement authority should analyse this information with a view to assessing risks,
ensuring proper implementation, detecting opportunities and taking timely measures to improve
transparency, accountability, integrity and efficiency.
97.
The procurement authority should report periodically to executive management with a
summary and analysis of the information collected. If the information technology is capable of the
task, the necessary modules should be integrated for real-time data collection; otherwise,
units/offices should report periodically to the procurement authority for their consolidation,
monitoring and analysis.
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It is expected that the implementation of the following recommendations 4, 5 and 9 will enhance
accountability; 7 and 8 will improve controls and compliance; and 6 will improve efficiency.
Recommendations 4-8
The executive heads of the United Nations system organizations should:
(4) Develop an effective monitoring and reporting mechanism for waivers of competition;
(5) Review waiver policy and practices with a view to clarifying, rationalizing and making the
waiver of competition really exceptional;
(6) Review the formal competition thresholds with a view to introducing new thresholds if
justified;
(7) Strengthen management controls on non-competitive procurements to ensure the
implementation of established rules, regulations and procedures;
(8) Provide clear guidelines and sensitize staff for the proper documentation of the
procurement process, and monitor its implementation.

Recommendation 9
CEB through the procurement network of HLCM should discuss and initiate the preparation
of a common waiver policy.

B.

Best-value procurement methodology

This section discusses the following issues:
- Inadequate policies and guidelines for best-value procurement techniques
- Uneven, inconsistent and generally poor implementation
- Lack of expertise and guidelines for the preparation of solicitation documents and evaluation
98.
Best-value procurement techniques are essential in the acquisition of complex consultancy
services involving high-level, technical and management skills requiring substantial intellectual and
analytical work to produce creative and innovative solutions. For these kinds of consultancies, it is
very important to establish, evaluate and compare, besides cost or price, factors such as technical
elements, quality, and reliability. However, it requires a relatively complex procurement
methodology; therefore, successful implementation requires a clear conceptual framework,
procedures, guidelines and expertise.
99.
Many organizations exercise weight-based evaluations for this kind of procurement.
However, most organizations do not have adequate conceptual frameworks, procedures and
guidelines in this respect. In general, within and across the organizations, terminology, procedures
and the quality of implementation are uneven, inconsistent and ad hoc.
100.
Weight-based evaluation requires the evaluation/scoring of both the price/cost factor and
technical factors. The UNESCO manual explains that the weighted scoring method is commonly
used for the procurement of professional services solicited with a request for proposal (RFP) where
the relative importance of each evaluation criterion needs to be weighted. In this method, the
contract is awarded to the company whose offer has been evaluated and determined by the
evaluation panel as substantially responsive and having received the highest score out of a
predetermined set of weighted technical and financial criteria specified in the solicitation
document. 28 The UNESCO manual also includes procedures for using the weight-based evaluation.
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The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) informed the Inspectors that it is currently
piloting the adoption of a best-value methodology in a particularly complex and high-value
procurement project.
101.
While some organizations prefer using the term best value for money for weight-based
procurement and evaluation methodologies, the United Nations, UNDP and UNOPS consider best
value for money as one of the general procurement principles, applicable to all procurements.
102.
When the best value for money is accepted as a general procurement principle, and as a
holistic or all-inclusive concept to be given “due consideration” in the entire procurement function,
it does not amount to a specific procurement methodology to be used in the procurement of
relatively complex and multi-scope procurements that would need sophisticated solicitation and
weight-based evaluation methods.
103.
The United Nations Secretariat, instead of best value for money, refers to the best value
method for procurements, which require weight-based evaluations, 29 but no guidelines or further
instructions for the implementation of this methodology exist. However, the Secretariat is aware of
the need for further guidelines and is considering promulgating these in the context of the next
policy revision exercise. 30
104.
In the solicitation process of best-value procurements, most organizations use RFPs, but
without much guidance on the preparation and modalities to be used. The UNICEF draft supply
manual explains that in the evaluation of RFPs, the ratio between technical and price criteria
depends on the relative importance of one component to the other and establishes a minimum 50:50
per cent ratio between the financial terms and the technical aspects of the proposals. It further
explains that if the best value for money considerations are important, and a better quality result is
desired, then the technical criteria should be given a higher weight, and suggests that a balanced
weighting ratio between the technical and price proposals would be 70:30 per cent or 60:40 per
cent. 31
World Bank practice
105.
The World Bank has a best-value procurement methodology for use in its solicitations for
complex goods and services where it is imperative to evaluate and compare factors other than cost
or price. It allows flexibility in the selection of best proposals through trade-offs between the cost
and non-cost evaluation factors. If performance requirements demand high levels of expertise and
creativity, the relative importance of quality/problem solving would be high compared to cost/price
considerations. 32 In addition, the World Bank Consulting Services Manual 2006 33 provides detailed
guidance on the selection and use of consultants. It provides seven methods for the selection of
consultants including quality and cost-based selection (QCBS) and quality-based selection (QBS).
106.
QCBS is a method based on the assessment of both the quality of the proposals and the cost
of the services offered. It is the method most frequently used to select consultants under World
Bank-funded assignments, and requires the evaluation of both the technical and financial aspects of
proposals. This method is appropriate when the scope of work can be precisely defined and the
TOR are clear and well specified.
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107.
QBS is based on the evaluation of the quality of the proposals, without any initial
consideration of cost. The consultant that submitted the highest ranked technical proposal is then
invited to negotiate its financial proposal and the contract. It is appropriate in situations such as
when the down-stream impact of the work can be so large that the quality of the services is critical;
and the scope of work, the duration of the assignments, and TOR require a degree of flexibility.
European Commission practice
108.
The European Commission uses the term best value for money for a specific methodology.
Its regulations regarding best value for money contracting include the following paragraph: 34 “The
tender offering the best value for money shall be the one with the best price-quality ratio, taking
into account criteria justified by the subject of the contract such as price quoted, technical merit,
aesthetic and functional characteristics, environmental characteristics, running costs, profitability
completion or delivery times, after-sales service and technical assistance.” 35
109.
Article 241 of the regulations regarding the thresholds and procedures for awarding service
contracts based on best value for money defines the weight ratio and calculation method as
follows: 36 “The contract award criteria shall serve to identify the tender offering best value for
money. The tender offering best value for money shall be selected using an 80/20 weighting
distribution between technical quality and price. For that purpose:
The score awarded to the technical bids shall be multiplied by 0.80;
The score awarded to the price bids shall be multiplied by 0.20.”
Case files
110.
The review of case files within the same United Nations organization and among different
organizations showed an inconsistent, uneven and relatively poor quality of implementation. It was
not unusual to see different solicitation methods, and different and often insufficient evaluation
criteria used in similar procurements. While in some cases there was relatively better technical
criteria, in some others technical specifications looked shallow and a calculation methodology was
lacking. It was evident that TOR and RFPs were used interchangeably in similar cases.
111.
In a few cases, although policies and procedures did not include any explicit methodology
to exclude price evaluation, evaluations were done for only technical factors and the company with
the highest score was called directly for price negotiation.
112.
In some cases, RFPs were so imprecise that when companies provided their proposals there
were striking differences in their price levels (30–60 per cent) and in their understanding of the
work to be undertaken. This would naturally make the subsequent evaluation very difficult and
subjective. In some cases, as required by the solicitation document, bidding companies provided
the breakdown of their proposals such as level of personnel, number of workdays, unit hourly price,
and specific areas of work. It was interesting to see that some companies provided very low prices
for bidding, but their price breakdown showed that they estimated much less manpower and workhours in comparison to others, although their unit hourly prices were not as low.
113.
Inadequate methodology and a lack of clear scope and evaluation criteria in the solicitation
documents make the proposals difficult to evaluate objectively. It was not unusual to see in the files
that the evaluation committee had stated a general opinion in choosing to which company to award
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the work, such as “although price of company A is very low, proposal of company B reflects better
understanding and quality, therefore company B was chosen”.
114.
The case files reflected the need for the refinement and clarification of procurement
techniques, practical guidelines, and clarity and sufficiency of the solicitation documents and
evaluation methods. The Inspectors found the price breakdown of proposals very useful for
evaluation purposes, and suggest that this should be a standard requirement for consultancy
procurements requiring technical evaluation.
Assessment
115.
In practice, most organizations use weight-based evaluation; however, in general, there is a
need for better conceptualization and guidance in this area. In the light of experience, lessons
learned and the practices of other organizations, it is important to review procurement techniques
and provide detailed guidelines, in order to guide staff properly for efficient and effective
implementation. Guidelines should include elements such as the different types of solicitation and
the corresponding procurement areas and types of evaluation; critical factors; mitigation of risks;
minimum standards in the preparation of evaluation criteria; possible weight ranges and the
decision process; scoring methodology; and guiding examples.
116.
Some officials argued that the policy and procedures for best-value procurement already
exist. As touched on partially above, some organizations have relatively better policies and
procedures. However, the review of case files and policy and procedures showed that best-value
procurements have just started gaining momentum, and it is necessary to build on experience. Due
to its complexity, it would not be rational to expect an effective implementation of best-value
procurement immediately. It would be wise for organizations to review their policy and procedures
by taking into account the findings of this note, the practices of other international organizations,
and most importantly, lessons learned and experience gained within the organization itself. The
implementation of the following recommendation is expected to improve effectiveness.
Recommendation 10
The executive heads of the United Nations system organizations should review their policy
and procedures regarding best-value procurement techniques with a view to providing clear
policy guidelines to improve implementation.
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CHAPTER II. CONTRACT MANAGEMENT ISSUES
This chapter discusses the following issues:
- Poor quality of solicitation and contract documents
- Reasons for and results of ambiguous TOR and RFPs
- Need for a database for procurement documents and consultancy reports
- Lack of contract management policy and tools
- Need for performance-based contracts and quality assurance plans
- Need for electronic contract management module
- Project management committee

A. Uneven quality in solicitation and contract documents
117.
One of the essential factors for the success of consultancy works is the quality and
relevance of the solicitation and contract documents, such as TOR, statements of work, RFPs and
other relevant documents. If the documents are not sufficiently clear in defining the necessary
specifications and all phases of services to be delivered, this can lead to less successful projects. If
this is the case, the consulting firm may not provide what is really needed by the organization, and
moreover, it can cause disputes due to ambiguity in the scope, deliverables and responsibility.
118.
TOR define the work required of a contractor to provide services. They form the basis for
the contractor’s preparation of the technical and financial proposals, and also eventually become an
integral part of the contract. Clear and unambiguous TOR will enable the contractor to prepare
clear and detailed proposals, leading to successfully implemented projects and limiting the risks of
disputes and claims. 37 During interviews, many officials stated that the main lesson learned in
engaging corporate consulting firms was the importance of providing clear and technically
sufficient TOR.
119.
RFPs are used for the procurement of deliverables that cannot be quantitatively or
qualitatively expressed in sufficient detail to allow the use of an invitation to bid at the time the
solicitation document is issued, such as for professional services and outsourcing. 38 Unclear RFPs
and TOR require companies to make assumptions that may result in different expectations, which
may eventually cause difficulty in the comparison and evaluation of technical proposals.
120.
Contract documents are prepared with the cooperation of procurement and requisitioning
units. However, since procurement staff may not be very knowledgeable in technical areas, the
preparation of these documents mostly falls on the staff of the requisitioning units. The quality of
the documents is, therefore, determined by the knowledge, experience, professionalism, passion
and available time of the staff of these units. However, these units may rarely deal with
procurements, and hence have no relevant experience; and often, they have overwhelming daily
work that leaves no extra time.
Case files
121.
During the review of case files, the Inspectors noticed the uneven and mostly poor quality
of contract documents within the same organization and also across the organizations. While in a
few cases, the issues, scope of work, expected results, technical specifications and milestones were
relatively well defined, in a way that was easy to understand, implement and monitor, in many
other cases this was not the case.
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122.
There were some surprising cases. In one case, the TOR praised a specific company and
suggested that, because of its extensive experience, the work should be awarded to it. In a major
procurement case, documents showed that due to the lack of in-house expertise and knowledge, the
company dominated the contract preparation. In another case, management estimated the value of a
relatively complex procurement and budgeted accordingly, but the procurement ended up costing
75 per cent less than the budgeted price, reflecting the lack of expertise in the organization.
123.
In some cases, RFPs were so vague that the companies asked for additional information
and a meeting with officials to clarify the requirements; and in many cases, the prices of bidding
companies varied greatly which reflected the differences in their understanding and assumptions.
124.
Another problem worth mentioning was that while some contracts included standard policy
documents such as general conditions of contract, global compact, and supplier code of conduct,
some others included some or none of these documents.
Assessment
125.
The general profile of case files reflects the need for better monitoring and enforcement of
existing rules and procedures. Procurement authorities should closely monitor implementation and
provide better leadership for the preparation of documents. Procurement manuals should indicate
essential elements for every type of document, draw attention to possible risks, and provide good
examples for guidance. Although procurement procedures in the organizations contain general
elements, there is a need for consolidated practical guidelines for the preparation of solicitation and
contract documents.
126.
Many procurement activities are going on in different locations and units of organizations,
and often there is a lack of capacity and expertise to carry these out. The availability of guidelines
and an electronic database of previous contract documents (TOR, RFPs and other documents)
would help staff in every part of the organization to improve the quality and consistency of
procurements.
127.
A repository of consultants’ reports would equally be very useful. It is not unusual to see
similar projects in the same or different departments with some years of interval. Due to the lack of
a repository, staff do not have the ability to search for and retrieve previous documents, but rely on
the anecdotal knowledge of existing staff. In some interviews, the Inspectors were informed that,
without it being noticed, one consultancy report was sold to two different units of the same
organization.
128.
In each organization, the easy availability of previous procurement documents and
consultants’ reports, at least the best examples in every area, would not only increase the quality of
the procurement process, but would also reduce the need for consultancy by providing the
necessary knowledge accumulated elsewhere in the organization. Organizations should establish
systematic information flows for contracts, procurement documents and consultancy reports, and
develop databases to share them. In the context of internal knowledge sharing for procurement
practices, organizations should decide on the type and threshold of documents to be collected and
uploaded into the databases. It is expected that the implementation of recommendation 11 will
improve effectiveness; recommendation 12 will enhance efficiency; and recommendation 13 will
improve controls and compliance.
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Recommendations 11-13
The executive heads of the United Nations system organizations should ensure that:
(11) Detailed guidelines are available for the preparation of solicitation and contract
documents;
(12) There is a database for the procurement documents and consultancy reports;
(13) Staff are sensitized for better implementation, and the procurement authority provides
effective monitoring and leadership in the process.

B. Inadequacy in contract management
129.
Contract management is the process that ensures that both parties to the contract fully meet
their obligations as efficiently and effectively as possible, delivering the business and operational
outputs required from the contract, and mitigating risk. 39 Contract management involves planning,
scheduling and monitoring the progress of work and taking corrective action in time to safeguard
the interests of the organization. Good contract management ensures that the end-users are satisfied
with the product or service being obtained under the contract.
130.
It is important to indicate that effective contract management cannot be separated from the
quality of contract documents. If the contract documents have a clear scope, technical
specifications, performance measures and rational milestones, contract administration would be on
firm ground for successful planning and implementation. If contract documents are short on
providing the necessary qualitative and quantitative details for the project, contract administration
would experience difficulties in planning, assessing and monitoring progress. This situation can
result in increased costs, late and low quality delivery, and reduced benefits to the organization.
Case files
131.
The review of the case files reflected that contract management was an area that needed
more attention and improvement. There was inadequate planning in setting the elements of
monitoring and reporting, no clear distribution of responsibilities and no quality assurance in the
process. Most case files did not include such essential elements as progress reports, interim and
final evaluations, and verifications in the close-out process.
132.
The process was left mainly to the wisdom and judgement of requisitioning units, without
clear guidance, which resulted in ad hoc and inconsistent practices. In some cases, payments were
made based only on invoices; in some other cases, there were e-mails, or forms, or nothing. In most
cases, it was very difficult to track the contract implementation process in terms of progress,
compliance, payments, closure and performance evaluations.
133.
In some cases, due to the lack of expertise available in the organization, the entire contract
management process was led by the contracting firms, with little constructive interaction,
supervision and monitoring from administration. It would be fair to say that an important reason for
the unsatisfactory performance of some of the projects was the lack of capacity, expertise and
planning in the organizations for the contract management process.
134.
There is a great benefit to be had for organizations in developing a systematic approach to
contract management. It requires assessment and planning, including the necessary knowledge,
technical expertise, legal advice and financial management. This process should be properly
integrated into policies and procedures. At least for complex and multi-scope projects,
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organizations should consider using advanced contract management techniques to ensure the
success of projects.
Policies and practices
135.
A brief review reflected that the quality and scope of the existing procedures for contract
management in the organizations are uneven, insufficient and fragmented. The majority of
organizations do not have a systematic approach to the issue, and lack consolidated procedures and
guidelines. Only a few have relatively better policies and procedures in this area.
136.
The UNOPS Procurement Manual 40 includes a detailed chapter regarding contract
administration, which sets out the general elements for the monitoring and control of goods and
services separately, and explains issues to be addressed in the evaluation of supplier performance
and key steps for the contract completion and close-out. It also sets out the respective
responsibilities between procurement personnel and requisitioning units for many aspects of the
contract management process.
137.
The UNICEF manual includes a chapter regarding the preparation and administration of
contracts. It explains in detail the scope of tasks to be performed during contract administration. 41 It
further explains the typical activities for the contract close-out, including the preparation of an
evaluation report and findings and lessons learned for future guidance. 42 The Inspectors were
informed that IAEA is presently reviewing its needs in the area of contract management to provide
more focus, and introduce training and more effective practices and controls.
138.
The United Nations Department of Peacekeeping Operations has established a Contracts
Compliance and Management Unit to consolidate vendor monitoring as a comprehensive
management function. The unit aims to enhance internal controls by developing and progressively
implementing a compliance and overall framework, and improving models for monitoring and
reporting contractual issues for major service contracts, independent of both the procurement and
requisitioning functions. 43
General Assembly resolution
139.
The General Assembly in its resolution 44 on JIU report JIU/REP/99/7 endorsed the
following recommendation: “The organizations should ensure that they count with adequate
internal expertise and means to monitor as closely as possible the performance of management
consulting firms, including their transfer of new management skills to the organization at all stages
of contract delivery, so as to ensure the creation and preservation of institutional memory.”
Lack of performance-based contracts and quality assurance surveillance plans
140.
Organizations are yet to use quality assurance plans and performance-based contracts.
Quality assurance surveillance plans (QASPs) include how, what and when the organization will
survey, observe, test, sample, evaluate and document contractor performance. QASPs focus on
quality, quantity, and timeliness of the performance outputs to be delivered by the contractor, not
the steps required or procedures used.
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141.
Usually, it is suggested that QASPs and performance indicators be developed together.
Thus, applicable requirements, performance standards, metrics, and indicators of success and/or
failure are integrated into the plans. Key performance requirements include performance standards,
acceptable quality level, maximum allowable deviation from the acceptable quality level, and
surveillance methods.
142.
Performance-based contracts describe the requirements in terms of results required; set
measurable performance standards; describe performance evaluation in a quality assurance plan;
and identify positive and negative incentives. 45 The proper implementation of these contracts needs
clear guidelines, special training and expertise.
143.
Among the organizations, only the United Nations Secretariat includes performance-based
contracting as one of the procurement techniques, and defines it as a type of contract whereby
requirements are specified in terms of performance and output. 46 However, it does not include any
further criteria and guidance about its attributes, preparation techniques, or where and how to use it.
According to the report of the Secretary-General, the Secretariat has already started implementing
performance standards and quality assurance mechanisms on a priority basis in the area of service
contracts, and is considering expanding it. 47
Project management/steering committee
144.
Officials of some organizations reported that although there were no specific procedures
and guidelines to do so, they established ad hoc steering or project management committees for big
projects. They also set up subcommittees for the daily management of these projects. The steering
committee monitors progress, takes strategic decisions, and addresses developing problems.
Depending on the composition of the committee, this can be considered as good practice.
145.
In particular, organization-wide, multi-scope, and cross-departmental projects require an
enormous amount of cooperation, cross-departmental teamwork, strategic decision-making and
persistent pushing. A project committee consisting of senior managers can immensely improve the
success of these projects.
146.
One of the lessons learned, as stated by officials, is that the involvement and commitment
of top management is essential for the successful management of projects, and also for the
implementation of advisory consultancy reports.
Need for an electronic contract management module
147.
Organizations do not have electronic contract management modules in their information
systems. 48 The integration of an electronic contract management module would significantly
improve contract management by facilitating the tracking of contracts, and also provide
transparency of contract information organization-wide. Contract management modules encompass
the entire contract management cycle, and provide the opportunity to detect problems, bottlenecks
and delays in the process. A consolidated view of contracts would enable the optimization of
agreements, elimination of overlaps, and increase compliance with the procedures.
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148.
The modules can include features such as: single, organized repository of contracts;
workflow records; tracking of terms; progress on implementation; inquiry functions that give a
concise view of all contracts; automatic tracking of actual spending versus contract commitment;
and contract expiration alerts.
Assessment
149.
It would be fair to say that while organizations have been growing in terms of size,
operations and complexity, the procurement function has been lagging behind in the development
of the necessary consolidated policy/procedures and sophisticated techniques. Organizations with
high-volume and complex procurements cannot continue with the old techniques, which were only
suitable for small, simple procurements.
150.
There is a need for a consolidated and systematic approach to contract management and the
development of electronic contract management modules. Organizations taking into account the
findings of this note, experience gained, lessons learned and new developments in this area, should
review existing policies, practices and procurement profiles with a view to improving,
consolidating and streamlining the process, as well as integrating the necessary sophisticated
contract management techniques like performance-based contracts and QASPs. The
implementation of the following recommendations is expected to enhance effectiveness.

Recommendations 14-15
The executive heads of the United Nations system organizations should ensure that:
(14) Adequate policies and guidelines exist for effective contract management;
(15) An electronic contract management module is integrated into the information
management system.

C. Performance evaluation
151.
The performance evaluation of contractors (supplier/vendor) is an area that needs focused
and urgent attention in the contract management process. None of the organizations have a database
for performance evaluations. It is not possible to extract the performance profile of any vendor
from the information systems, which practically renders evaluations useless.
Case files
152.
The review of case files showed that in the majority of cases, evaluation forms were
missing or not filled in properly. It was not taken seriously and considered, erroneously, as an
unnecessary bureaucratic exercise.
153.
In some cases there was confusion about the responsibility for the preparation of the
performance evaluation form. Upon questioning the absence of performance evaluation in some
case files, while procurement personnel stated it was the responsibility of the requisitioning unit,
the staff of the requisitioning unit stated that they were not aware of the requirement. In some
cases, there was an evaluation form stating satisfactory completion of the work, but in fact the
majority of end-users were not satisfied. In one case file, while on the one hand the unit demanded
a reduction in the payment of the company due to poor work, on the other, it filled in the evaluation
form stating satisfactory work.
154.
There was no indication that performance evaluations carried out beforehand were used in
the process of procurement, and in any case there was no evaluation database to retrieve previous
evaluations. However, UNDP officials stated that they aimed to launch a system whereby the
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performance assessment of the vendors/companies would be incorporated into the information
system to be used in the procurement process.
Policies/procedures
155.
A review of the vendor performance evaluation procedures of the organizations reflected
that there was room for better procedures and guidelines to improve the content, implementation
and utilization of performance evaluations. In general, procedures are fragmented, and evaluation
forms are relatively simple.
156.
The United Nations Secretariat in its most recent procurement manual has quite detailed
vendor performance assessment procedures. 49 These include three different types of performance
evaluation form based on the type of contract, and also provide guidelines for evaluation.

World Bank practice
157.
The World Bank in its consulting services manual includes a standard consultant
performance evaluation form and an evaluation checklist to be used as a guide during performance
evaluation. 50 The evaluation form includes five levels of rating, which range from poor to
outstanding, and requests an explanation of the score given. The evaluation checklist provides
guidelines with nine specific points to be checked in the evaluation process.
Assessment
158.
There is a need for the organizations to strengthen performance evaluation procedures,
provide practical guidelines and establish mechanisms to utilize these evaluations in the
procurement process. Performance evaluations should be carried out properly and fed into an
electronic database to be utilized in the procurement process such as for selection and shortlisting.
Depending on the operational structure and capability of the information systems, organizations
should consider which modality suits them best, centrally managed, regional or even country
databases. It is expected that the implementation of recommendation 16 will strengthen
accountability; recommendation 17 will improve controls and compliance; and recommendation 18
will enhance effectiveness.

Recommendations 16-18
The executive heads of the United Nations system organizations should:
(16) Ensure that adequate performance evaluation procedures and guidelines exist and are
communicated to the staff responsible;
(17) Ensure that the proper application of performance evaluations is enforced and
monitored;
(18) Establish a vendor performance evaluation database to be utilized in the procurement
process.
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D. Conflict of interest
159.
A brief review of the general conditions of contract of United Nations system
organizations revealed that none of the general conditions included a clause regarding conflict of
interest, except the UNFPA general conditions for professional services. 51 In addition, procurement
manuals and procedures do not include policy and procedures in this regard.
160.
The General Assembly, in its several resolutions concerning procurement reform, has
consistently called on the Secretary-General to make a proposal regarding the issue of conflict of
interest. 52 Although there is no proposal yet, the Secretary-General in a recent report explained in
detail the conflict of interest policy and procedures introduced internally through administrative
instructions and staff regulations. 53
161.
The invitation to bid and RFP documents of the United Nations Secretariat include conflict
of interest provisions. Since the general conditions of contract reflect standard conditions and are
an integral part of all contracts, it would be appropriate to integrate a standard conflict of interest
provision into the general conditions of contract to bind all vendors/companies that do business
with the United Nations system organizations. The European Commission and the World Bank
have detailed provisions about conflict of interest in their general conditions.
162.
Organizations, though infrequently, may hire consulting firms for the development of the
scope of work for future contracts, and also invite such firms to bid on the tender. Such firms, by
virtue of having worked on the development of the scope of work for the contract, get access to
information that their competitors are lacking and thereby could end up winning the contract. This
can be considered a conflict of interest situation. For the sake of fair competition and the
transparency of the procurement process, as a rule any firm that has assisted in the development of
the scope of work must not be included in the invitee list for that particular contract.
163.
Often consulting firms offer pro bono services at no cost to United Nations organizations.
Sometimes firms try to use this opportunity to train their newly recruited personnel without much
attention and supervision to the work delivered. This may result in misleading or unhelpful work
and loss of time and energy on the part of the organizations. In one case, an official made a serious
complaint about the quality of such work. In some cases such services free of cost may result in the
development or continuation of related projects to be contracted out. Likewise this situation may
provide an unfair advantage to these firms and pose a conflict of interest.
European Commission practice
164.
Some paragraphs of the European Commission conflict of interest provision embedded in
its general conditions are as follows: 54 “The contractor shall take all necessary measures to prevent
any situation that could compromise the impartial and objective performance of the contract. Such
conflict of interest could arise in particular as a result of economic interest, political or national
affinity, family or emotional ties, or any other relevant connection or shared interest. Any conflict
of interest, which could arise during performance of the Contract, must be notified to the
Commission in writing without delay. In the event of such conflict, the Contractor shall
immediately take all necessary steps to resolve it.
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The Contractor declares:
That he has not made and will not make any offer of any type whatsoever from which an
advantage can be derived under the contract
That he has not granted and will not grant, has not sought and will not seek, has not
attempted and will not attempt to obtain and has not accepted and will not accept, any advantage,
financial or in kind, to or from any party whatsoever, where such advantage constitutes an illegal
practice or involves corruption, either directly or indirectly, inasmuch as it is an incentive or
reward relating to performance of the Contract.
The Contractor shall pass on all the relevant obligations in writing to his staff, board and directors
as well as to third parties involved in performance of the Contract. A copy of the instructions given
and the undertakings made in this respect shall be sent to the Commission should it so request.”
World Bank practice
165.
The World Bank has a comprehensive chapter for conflict of interest in its consulting
services manual, which includes a wide range of explanations such as bank policy, categories of
conflict of interest, prevention of conflict of interest, and range of possible cases. The World Bank
has integrated conflict of interest policy into its general conditions of contract for consultants in
three paragraphs. One of them is as follows: 55 “The consultants agree that, during the term of this
contract and after its termination, the Consultants and their affiliates, as well as any Subconsultant
and any of its affiliates, shall be disqualified from providing goods, works, or services (other than
the Services and any continuation thereof) for any project resulting from or closely related to the
Services.”
General Assembly resolution
166.
The General Assembly in its resolution 56 on JIU report JIU/REP/99/7 endorsed the
following recommendation: “The organizations should guard against possible conflict of interest
when awarding contracts to management consulting firms or when hiring former agents or
personnel of these firms, especially when they have been involved in the negotiation or execution of
specific contracts.” 57
Assessment
167.
The United Nations system organizations should develop, if they have not already done so,
a standard conflict of interest policy, and integrate it into the general conditions of contract to
require all companies/suppliers that do business with the organizations to comply with it. The
implementation of the following recommendations is expected to enhance accountability.
Recommendation 19
The executive heads of the United Nations system organizations should ensure that a
standard conflict of interest policy is developed and integrated into the general conditions of
contract.
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World Bank, “Standard request for proposals: selection of consultants”, July 1997, Rev. 1998, 1999 and
March 2002, annex II, General Conditions of Contract, sect. 2, para. 3.2.2.
56
See footnote 8 above.
57
JIU/REP/99/7, recommendation 5.
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Recommendation 20
CEB through the HLCM procurement network should discuss and initiate the development
of a common conflict of interest policy for procurements.

E. Long-term agreements for consultancy services: UNDP and World Bank practices
168.
In the United Nations system, LTAs exist but are mostly used for product and equipment
purchases. However, in recent years UNDP has developed global LTAs for professional and
consultancy services.
UNDP practice
169.
Based on procurement planning, UNDP selectively enters into LTAs with consultancy
companies in specific areas, to lower transaction costs, increase performance and utilize the
knowledge relevant to the organization that already exists in these contracting partners. The
purpose of LTAs is to acquire the support of consultancy services in functional areas like change
management and implementation, organizational design, strategy and planning, management
training, support to information and communication technology strategy and ERP implementation,
operational support and specific professional services and partnership building.
170.
The overall objective of LTAs is to establish a mechanism for the procurement of services
that is both cost-effective and efficient. All LTAs have an initial existence of two years, with an
option to extend for an additional year based on an evaluation of the vendor’s successful
performance as well as the vendor’s request. UNDP officials explained the advantages of LTAs as
follows:
Achieve lower costs through volume leverage
Reduce contracting costs associated with the sourcing, solicitation and bidding processes
Reduce the end-to-end process time to award the contract
A single tendering exercise over the life of the arrangement reduces administration effort
Quality assurance and legal requirements can be dealt with at the outset
A mutually beneficial longer-term working relationship can be established with companies.
171.
LTAs are made on a competitive basis and contracts include agreed discounted maximum
hourly consultancy rates for consultants of the company. Rates are differentiated according to the
location of consultants at headquarters and regional consultants. For each location discounted
hourly rates are provided for different levels of seniority, for example, partner, senior manager,
manager, senior consultant, consultant and analyst.
172.
LTAs include two model contracts, i.e. fixed price and cost reimbursement option. Fixed
price contracts are used when it is possible to estimate with reasonable accuracy the costs of the
activities which are the subject of the contract. Cost reimbursement contracts are used when it is
not possible to estimate with reasonable accuracy the total costs of activities. LTAs include a clause
allowing UNDP to be released from a binding commitment. It states that UNDP does not warrant
any quantity of services to be purchased during the term of the agreement. Thus, the country offices
and requisitioning units may not exercise LTAs if they consider them not to be advantageous.
173.
UNDP officials try to have multiple LTAs with different companies so that the
requisitioning units and country offices can call for limited competition between these companies
by sending them well-defined TOR and making a selection based on quality and price criteria.
Officials explained that the first round of LTAs was in 2003/2004 and they considered that it was
successful. However, they pointed out that those contracts were only used for business
improvement projects, which were managed by one unit. Those LTAs were seldom taken
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advantage of by other units but they expected this to change and the practice to be expanded.
Officials informed the Inspectors that the United Nations Secretariat, UNOPS and UNICEF have
already utilized some UNDP LTAs.
World Bank practice
174.
The indefinite-delivery contract, a type of contract at the World Bank, is similar to the
UNDP LTA. Indefinite-delivery contracts refer to contracts in which an individual consulting firm
or an association of firms is hired for a specified time period (usually three to five years) to
undertake tasks as and when the need arises. 58
175.
These contracts are commonly used to retain advisers for the implementation of complex
projects, institutional reforms, procurement advice, technical troubleshooting, and when there is a
need for on-call services for urgent assignments. They are also used when each individual
consultancy is quite small, making an expensive competitive selection process inefficient, although
the total amount of consultancy may be substantial. 59 They include agreements on remuneration
rates, and general conditions. The use of these contracts saves time and transaction costs, provides
leverage for negotiating discounts, improves the learning curve of companies and promotes
experience.
Assessment
176.
Taking into account the experience of UNDP and the World Bank, if well analysed, and
planned and procured through a transparent competitive process, these agreements can increase
efficiency and effectiveness. However, it is important for the organizations to use them selectively
and not to bind themselves to exercise these agreements. Since these LTAs are usually done at
headquarters with the anticipation of a high volume of work, agreements would normally be
concluded with large international companies. Although they provide discounted consultancy rates
for different regions, their rates can still be higher than those of local consultancy companies (if
available) in developing countries. Therefore, country offices should be free to go through the
normal procurement process or to exercise LTAs, based on comparative analysis, in the best
interests of the organization. Since LTAs in consultancies are relatively new, organizations should
periodically assess the overall cost benefit of these agreements and utilize lessons learned in the
process.
177.
In addition, multiple LTAs with different companies can increase efficiency by providing
the requisitioning units with the opportunity to apply limited competition between these companies
to receive further discounts. LTAs can also be used by other organizations. In particular, small
organizations with insufficient capacity could consider exercising LTAs of other organizations. The
implementation of the following recommendation is expected to improve management through the
dissemination of best practices.
Recommendation 21
The executive heads of the United Nations system organizations, based on sound analysis,
should selectively consider using long-term agreements for consultancy services with a view
to increasing efficiency and effectiveness in the process. Organizational units should use costbenefit analysis to decide whether to use LTAs or the standard procurement process in each
case.
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World Bank Consulting Services Manual 2006 (see footnote 12 above), para 15.1.5.
Ibid.
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CHAPTER III. INTER-AGENCY KNOWLEDGE SHARING FOR
PROCUREMENT PRACTICES
This chapter discusses the following issues:
- Lack of knowledge-sharing policy and platform for procurement practices and consultancy works
- Need to share contract documents (TOR, RFPs, and other) and consultancy reports
- Need to share vendor databases and performance evaluations
178.
Many United Nations system organizations have been going through organizational reform
and technical transformation processes, which have prompted organizations to employ a number of
consulting companies in many areas. Organizations have similarities in many areas such as
administration, information systems and support areas. Therefore, consultancy work requested by
the organizations is frequently similar, for instance, ERP projects, risk assessments, business
process analysis, and training.
179.
However, the quality of procurement documents, contract prices, contract management and
final outcome are quite uneven. While some organizations have relatively more clear and detailed
documents in some areas, some others have documents of a vague and general nature. The lack of
knowledge sharing leads the staff of different units and organizations to struggle to develop all
procurement and contract documents from scratch in each case, although similar documents have
already been prepared elsewhere for similar projects.
180.
Many United Nations organizations have capacity problems both in the procurement and
requisitioning units concerning the preparation of documents and the management of the process. It
would be useful to have a knowledge-sharing platform to share contract documents (RFPs, TOR
and other contract parts) for at least certain types and levels of project, for the use of all
organizations in the development of their procurements. In this regard, UNGM would be the best
place to develop and share knowledge among organizations.
181.
A number of officials stated that knowledge sharing has continued to be a problem in the
United Nations system. A great number of procurements are international and similar in subject and
content. Therefore, it would be useful to have a database of contract documents, consultants and
other vendors, including their previous work and performance evaluations, for the use of all
organizations. Likewise, sharing consultancy reports would also provide a great opportunity for
management to review the practices of other organizations, which would enable them to gain
knowledge on content, approaches, challenges, solutions and the necessary quality of work in every
area. Moreover, it could significantly reduce the need for consultancy in some areas, in particular
for administrative processes, by disseminating the necessary knowledge already applied elsewhere.
182.
Some officials have argued that they already have a kind of informal network whereby they
send e-mails whenever they need information. However, this kind of information search is ad hoc,
time-consuming and less productive because it depends on the personality, willingness, and
knowledge of the relevant officials. Furthermore, when there is no organizational policy for
information sharing, it is difficult for officials to make a decision to share information. In some
interviews, it was related that while some officials willingly shared contract documents with their
colleagues in other organizations, some others did not share, or provided the documents requested
without important parts such as pricing.
183.
Currently, some organizations are posting their LTAs in UNGM, however, not all the
organizations have agreed to do so. Some officials would not share contracts due to confidentiality
concerns, but many of them considered the idea useful. Considering that the United Nations system
organizations are part of the same family, the Inspectors have difficulty in understanding why some
officials feel the need for confidentiality. In the context of the Delivering as One initiative, as the
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organizations already intend to work as one, they should not hesitate to develop a comprehensive
knowledge-sharing policy and platform for the improvement of all the United Nations family
organizations.
184.
CEB, through the HLCM procurement network, should discuss and initiate the
development of a common knowledge-sharing policy for procurement and contracts. The
Inspectors believe that most, if not all, of the information can be shared, and the availability of
these documents would immensely improve the consistency and quality of procurements across the
organizations, and hence lead to the increased satisfaction of the end-users. It would also facilitate
the harmonization of procurement practices of the organizations.
185.
In a procurement knowledge-sharing platform, LTAs, procurement documents, contracts,
consultancy reports, vendor performance evaluations and the types of expertise available can be
uploaded and organized for easy access and use. Moreover, vendor blacklists should be posted for
the use of other organizations.
186.
The General Assembly has already invited the organizations to use UNGM as the sole
portal for vendor registration. UNGM has a centralized vendor registration and maintenance system
for organizations. The shortcomings of UNGM were the lack of country/local vendor databases and
incompatible information systems. However, UNGM officials informed the Inspectors that they
have embarked on developing country/locally based vendor rosters to serve organizations better in
the field; and also in cooperation with organizations, are trying to develop interfaces for easy
access.
General Assembly resolution
187.
The General Assembly in its resolution 60 on JIU report JIU/REP/99/7 endorsed the
following recommendation 61 regarding inter-organization cooperation and coordination:
“The organizations should reinforce system-wide cooperation and coordination in the use of
management consulting firms by, among other things:
(a) developing and sharing rosters of cost-effective management consulting firms that possess
United Nations system experience and originate in as wide a range of countries as possible; and
(b) sharing experience and information on the use of management consulting firms under an
appropriate agenda item at ACC 62 meetings.”
Assessment
188.
Organizations should develop a common knowledge-sharing policy and platform for
procurement practices. It could, inter alia, include the following elements: contract documents
including RFPs, consultancy reports, vendor databases, performance evaluations and vendor
blacklists. The policy should determine the types, levels, thresholds and forms of documents to be
uploaded into the knowledge-sharing database as well as principles to be observed when using
these documents. It should also include a discussion and communication platform. The
implementation of the following recommendation is expected to enhance effectiveness.
Recommendation 22
CEB through the HLCM procurement network should discuss and initiate the development
of a common knowledge-sharing policy and platform in the area of procurement.
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See footnote 8 above.
JIU/REP/99/7, recommendation 4.
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